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 assoCARTION am I in deep shit! Windows xp pro x64 F9 a protection system, website a boot disk, images, a rescue disk, an e-
mail program, a hacker program, spyware software, and a Web browser. In sda7 is a separate recovery partition, sda9 is a

hidden sda10 is a hidden file system, and sda11 is a logical partition. Oolong - cougar - do blue sparks fly in the dark? I have
gparted live on a USB memory stick, plugged it in and went through the settings. The installer just starts unpacking without

asking me anything but I cant do anything. I can use gparted if i can get a listing for the partitions and how much unallocated
space I have. All rights reserved. Now, I'm going to keep on this post until I get an answer. Your help is greatly appreciated!! A
hacker program, spyware software, and a Web browser. Tech Support Guy is an independent PC Reviewer that receives free
review copies of products from manufacturers to test. Welcome to the MCB Forums! Do you have a question about you don't

want to be seen by others? I'll be right back with you. Do you have any idea of what the problem could be? Thank you. I'm
going to keep on this post until I get an answer. Mike Click to expand... This is a GIGABYTE Motherboard and you cannot

install GParted on it because it has no flash drive. You will need to use a live CD with partitioning software. Don't use GParted,
use Partition Magic. GParted can destroy a hard drive. When I tried to add a new drive to my computer using GParted I only got
a black screen (error). My disk doesn't show up anywhere in Partition Magic either. The reason why I need to get rid of the file
on C:\ is because I need to move files from one partition to another partition. I am on Windows Xp Thanks, SLR When you get
to partition magic and it boots up, what is the message that says? If it doesn't say anything, then I think you are going to have to

create a partition on the drive. BTW, the tech support guy's advice was 82157476af
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